




Editor’s Note
Ríbh Brownlee

One of  the best things about literary magazines is how they grow and transform 
over time. From issue to issue, our writers and artists are in conversation with 
each other, building on the ideas that Catatonic Daughters embodies, exemplifying 
them in new and different ways. The community that surrounds Catatonic 
Daughters has also grown. We’re continually blown away by the support we’ve 
received from the literary community – especially from writers who have met us 
with so much enthusiasm for our ethos.

To say that we are proud of  Issue 2 of  Catatonic Daughters is an understatement. 
This issue captures so much in such a small space – heritage, legacies, audacity, 
mythology, grief, bathrooms, trials of  impiety, questions of  artistry, of  the 
traditionally female role of  a muse and the small violence that accompanies it. 
Many of  these pieces resist easy interpretation, and all of  them are truly unlike 
anything we’ve ever read.

This issue would not have been possible without our volunteer readers – Aoife 
Finnegan, Elaina Battista-Parsons, Jessica Heron, Ruth Niemiec, Sarah Griffin, 
and Tiegan Johnston. Thank you for dedicating so much time to poring over 
submissions and putting unbelievable amounts of  care and attention into every 
piece.
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inheritance

with inspiration drawn from “Iowa (Traveling, Pt.3)” by Dar Williams

“when i go see my family i wear a mask / made from the face i was born with.”
            — Joshua Jennifer Espinoza   

i.
family, n. any group of  persons closely related by blood.

dzień dobry! a few guttural words handed down from the old country. jak się masz! 
tiny grandmother and tall grandfather. loud uncles talking bluff. aunts with or-
ganic vegetables. and a baker’s dozen of  kids. well, a baker’s dozen in theory. 
there are eight of  us here in Michigan, the others tossed too far for us to know 
their lives beyond scattered summer visits.

there is me, and there is the Alkire Road neighbors with siblings, dogs, and 
blurred parental lines. the curses and blessings of  a proximity I will never know. 
children and goats packed wild into a suburban for adventures I only hear of  
when I am twenty.

I sit tidy in my coat, row of  dolls beside me, hands clutching Mama’s skirt. 
solitary only child; youngest girl. aberration of  timidity. I don’t get shared horse-
back rides, only songs about spring and dirty carpet under my feet at Christmas.

the rest of  the Great Lakes third generation has gleefully snarled hair and dar-
ing fed by sourdough. I follow Papa around the yard in braids and Mary Janes 
for snowy egg hunts. there’s a butter lamb, treasure of  peanut butter and rice 
crisp chocolate eggs, beeswax crayon drawings on the windows. chickens run 
in the yard, laying eggs that will be collected and dyed in boiled cabbage, shells 
bleeding robin’s egg blue.

I don’t know I’m not the only one who hates the noise.

Andrea Lianne Grabowski
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ii.
family, n. a group ruled over by a matriarch and a patriarch.

Busia and Dzia Dzia are heading to the city in their Polish eagle sticker van. 
they pass right by my house on the hour-long trek north. they come see us after 
the doctor, frail but hearty, bearing gifts of  oranges and stickers cut off  address 
labels, calling cheerful hellos, but hardly ever coming inside. is it the steps that 
plague their arthritic knees? or is there something about this place, my loner 
father, my sensitive mother, myself ?

but they are so proud. so proud of  all of  us. when some of  their granddaugh-
ters begin to move away, to study engineering and medicine, to date good boys. 
when some of  us sing on a stage or stop throwing snowballs and become a 
mathematical genius. in their eyes, we are all a golden child.

but I do not feel like something to be proud of. I am the cousin turned invisible 
by thirty-six miles of  distance, by choosing books and obscure historical refer-
ences over ski boots and cross country meets. the girl with cryptic deficiency 
of  social dexterity.

there is something I must prove — that I am worth being visited. after the 
Christmas party, the pierogis and laughter, the cousins and aunts say they’re 
coming to the city. they pass right by my house on the forty-five minute trek 
north. they say they’ll come. and I hope it’s true — that my little house, my little 
life, bears merit of  attention. Busia and Dzia Dzia believe it to be so. they be-
lieve we all love each other equally, for how could it be any other way?

there is something I must prove — that I am not a child, not quiet, not anxious. 
but one can’t disprove the truth of  oneself.

and no one ever comes.

iii.
family, n. support relied upon during tumultuous changes or pain caused 
by outside force.

Marjorie Rose. Anna Rose. you carry this middle name shared with Busia across 
state lines with you, Anna, as you leave behind Alkire Road and horseback rides. 
faded pink petals stain your hands as you pull desecrator stars and stripes from 
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sacred Abenaki soil. thorny stems pricking your heart as you stand accused.

when your dad was twelve, your uncles tried to run away. my dad the leader, 
calling Canadian forests salvation from the suburbs of  Detroit, seeking Tom 
Bombadil. now, you have learned states and nations are but myths, and you will 
pay the consequences. Rose. you take this name to save yourself  from google 
search scrutiny and slander. you are barely adult, drowning your father’s name, 
your mother’s name, in the waters of  Lake Champlain, stormy waves of  college 
suspension crashing over your feet.

when you come home to Lake Michigan — is it really a home anymore? — 
nobody understands. which is worse, having no one know, or having everyone 
know and being afraid to ask? did you hear what Anna did? it’s a whisper, a crack 
in the facade. all the Grabowski ballots are blue, but when the children step to 
the front lines of  anarchy, it is too much to bear.

I am fifteen, and I have no idea of  what you have done, nor of  the coming grief  
I will carry for all our lost years. our heartbreaks are the greatest thing of  this 
suspension year, but I do not know their name. you do not know hers. we sit 
eating pierogis and Polish sausage and laughing in our gray sweaters. I would 
not dare tell you all I am thinking of  is when will Hannah text me back? you would 
not dare say Avery’s name in the Catholic dust of  this house.

the only time you bring home someone you are dating is when it is someone 
tall, voice a timbre lower than any other lover. we are only allowed to be happy 
here. happy, happy, and loud. don’t let anyone know our mothers are angry. dry 
our tears, come for the carols. and then go home and burn up from the inside.

iv.
family, adj. unconditional acceptance.

in this dynasty, we are made up of  what they choose to see. defined by what they 
remember. you said a single thing as a child, Silvia, and it defines you even when 
you are twenty-five. this clever saying that will never die. even in your absence, 
it is declared at every meal:

“we are all friends and relations.”

for years, I hated being the girl obsessed with the Romanovs. but I’ve crushed pearls 
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under my heels for a hammer and sickle. burned ivory lace to rise from the ash-
es as combat boots. you know what I mean. you are not just the vegetable oil car 
or that-one-time-Silvia-got-arrested. getting into trouble, just like her sister and those 
flags. we are Russian dolls. onions pulled from your mother’s garden. poster girls 
typecast by our silence, our fading hair. would anything shift if  they opened the 
first matryoshka? but I don’t know if  they’ll ever try to find your painted skate-
board or my favorite poems tucked between the onion layers. so you become 
a nomad, Appalachia to O’odham land and anywhere in between. and I stay in 
the same room as always, and we change, and change, and change.

do you remember when we ran around the cemetery, chasing Guzikowski and 
Dahlke and the 7th Street house? Aunt Nancy tried to tie a bow of  connection 
with that treasure hunt. veneer of  inherited allegiance. but it was the 4th of  July, 
and she was hardened by a life born from the era of  dutiful eldest daughters, so 
far gone she cannot even believe you are her niece.

we are not all friends and relations. even as we stand in the cold around Dzia 
Dzia’s grave. there is no more cranberry pecan sourdough coming hot from 
your father’s brick oven. they all understand that much. but will they ever see 
you? Anna Rose’s tall little sister, dressed in a white shirt scattered with thorny 
red blooms, hiding in the room where we used to walk in age order, carrying a 
tiny statue of  baby Jesus to the manger. but I will always see you. even if  you 
keep disappearing.

what I wouldn’t give to be eighteen by those headstones again and know the 
truth of  you. before you led me down the beach in search of  wild tiger lilies and 
told me you don’t have it all figured out either. if  the anarchy is to descend like 
dominoes, I will be the next to fall. and I know that you can catch me.

the air is thick with awkward mourning, cardamom sprinkled into coffee, maple 
sap buckets overflowing the tears we cannot cry.

v.
family, n. wherein one knows they will always belong.

as Busia lays dying in her hospital bed, Anna Rose makes the forty-five minute 
trek north to the city. we talk more than we ever have, and at last, pull into my 
driveway. it is overdue, perhaps, but neither of  us believe in too many regrets.
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the first Christmas without Busia and Dzia Dzia wraps us in an unfamiliar blan-
ket of  possibilities. I still wear a gray sweater, but there are no pierogis. my 
shoulders are stronger. no more braids and Mary Janes. I beckon Anna to the 
cottage that was once the sourdough oven, but which has changed, just like us. 
I open my mouth for the confession of  my deepest secret, and Lake Michigan 
waves begin to splash the shore clean. for the first time in twenty years, I have 
nothing to prove.

take as long as you need, says Silvia, because of  course she already guessed, knows 
how to spot the fellow black sheep, how to see queerness, loneliness, defiance 
of  success. and how those are sometimes one and the same.

in the spring, another Alkire Road girl marries her good Polish boy. we run away 
from the wedding, carving a space for ourselves in the shadows outside the 
glowing party. laughter skipping like stones across the golf  course frog pond. 
the bride’s brother, brave baby of  this whole damn dynasty, comes to find us. 
he is changing too, learning how to listen. his three blood sisters have chosen 
suburbia. but he knows he does not want that. his brother is a black sheep too. 
and there is us, another trio of  girls. together, we are the heirs of  our fathers’ 
woodland delinquency. we know Tom Bombadil’s pristine world is burning, 
sliced through with tar sands, and we must try to protect it.

we will never be in the middle of  the party. but we will try to make a better 
one. even if  it takes years of  unpicking old stitches. even if  it takes decades to 
sketch new window-pictures, beeswax vignettes of  welcomed pain and burned 
tradition.

the second Christmas, I give Silvia earrings — oak leaves for the tree-girl. for 
the first time, I sleep at her parents’ home. her dad is shocked I’ve never gone 
on a proper dynasty outing before. Alkire Road neighbors: the curse of  a prox-
imity I will never know. he buys my movie ticket. a too-small apology, but I must 
take it. on the way back, I rest my head on Anna Rose’s shoulder, finally know-
ing why she had to shed our surname. I finally know how the ache has healed.

it took us so long to find each other. the truth is out: I am not the only one who 
hates the noise. who goes home and cries and shouts and burns. only after Busia 
and Dzia Dzia are underground can I say I have sisters.

it is exactly what they always believed of us, that we can say I love you and mean it.
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Voight-Kampff  for my mother’s 
daughter

Content warning: suicidal ideation, death of  a parent

[[Source text: “Mother, I have worn your name like a shield.”1]]

[[Begin assessment.]]

Who sang you to sleep at night? Mother.
Who warned you of  wolves, drugs and men? Mother.
Who is always on the phone? Mother.

When you have a bad day at work, do you:
A. Tell your sister about it
B. Smoke weed about it
C. Stand in front of  a mirror and pick the dry, scabbed skin from your 
scalp until your fingertips are red, and then some

Do you have a mother? Mother.
If  your mother’s dead, do you have a mother? Mother.
When you were thirteen, did you feel smothered? Mother.

How much social interaction do you need to feel normal?
A. An exchange with the grocery store cashier reduces you to tears
B. The silence of  your bedroom is never truly silent, the broken 
stereocilia inside your ears keep you company with their half-pleasant 
hum
C. If  you don’t hear validation at least seventeen times a day you will 
forget that you are a person, approximately

Do you long to be someone else’s mother? Mother.
Where did you get your hazel eyes, your disposition? Mother.
What does it mean to care, to raise, to start and end life with a gaping wound? Mother.

Mahalia Sobhani
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Please circle all appropriate methods of  self-care.
A. Light a candle
B. Knit or crochet, work with your hand
C. Run until your hips creak
D. Read tarot
E. Rend your clothing
F. Smoke in the garage
G. Rearrange the furniture
H. Calculate the astrological birth charts of  all your exes

Do your clothes fit right? Worn.
Did you fit in during high school? Worn.
Are there circles under your eyes? Worn.

Do you think you’re a bad person?
A. Yes
B. No
C. It depends

[[Logic error: Anomaly detected. Go back and answer again, truthfully.]]

What’s it like to get enough sleep? Worn.
Did your   mom ever look tired, near the end? Worn.
Are you keeping warm? Worn.

How would you describe your substance use?
A. Social drinker
B. California sober
C. One day it became apparent that your hangover anxiety was quickly 
becoming hangover suicidality

When was the last time you felt something soft? Worn.
When did you last know the skin of  another on yours? Worn.

How would you describe your attachment style?
A. Anxious-avoidant
B. Completely warranted
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How did your last relationship end?
A. Infidelity (theirs)
B. Infidelity (yours)
C. Not with a bang, but with six months of  whimpers
D. “It’s not me, it’s you”

What’s in a name? Name.
Did your mother pick your name? Name.
Can you stand the sound of  your own name? Name.

Has there ever been a period of  time when you were not your usual self  or 
exhibited behaviors that were unusual for you? Circle all behaviors that apply. 
Did you:

o Spend too much money?
o Dress for the body you want instead of  the body you have?
o Attend concerts alone?
o Live off  of  cucumber slices and cream cheese?
o Become convinced that everyone was in love with you?
o Finally vacuum the car mats?
o Blame it on Leo season?

What does a knight carry? Shield.
How do you bring your heart out into the world? Shield.
Why the sour expression? Shield.

Why do you think you’re mentally ill?
o At your cubicle you replay a daydream in which you take a baseball bat 
to car windows, then somehow your own ribcage. Before she died you 
never dreamt of  violence, not like this.
o Sometimes you think you hear someone shout your name in an empty 
room.
o You spend a lot of  time wondering if  you’re the alien or if  everyone 
else is.
o Something is definitely up because there’s no way anyone could live 
like this.

Do you ever think there’s something wrong with you? Shield.
Why didn’t your mom tell you she was bipolar? Shield.
Is a turtle on its back in the road safe if  it retreats into its shell? Shield.
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Do you ever feel truly safe? Shield.

What are you? Name.
What are you? Shield.
What are you? Worn.
What are you? Mother.
What’s a mother? Shield.

[[Logic error: I am not grown away from you, whatever I say. 2]]

[[ERROR: ASSESSMENT INCONCLUSIVE. REDO FROM START.]]

_______

1. “february 13, 1980” by Lucille Clifton
2. Lucille Clifton
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On Consummating My Boston 
Marriage

Historians have long debated the nature of  the Boston marriage. Were these 
two women roommates? A couple? In love?

I have special insight on the topic because the Right Honorable Lady Butler is 
my ancestor. Her niece, my great-grandmother, lived in an old Victorian at the 
top of  a hill in a Vermont village. She was the outcast daughter of  a coal-min-
ing typhoon who died, along with the rest of  the family, under mysterious cir-
cumstances. I hear the presses cruelly slandered my great-grandmother after 
the deaths; perhaps they were prejudiced due to her vast fortune and secluded 
lifestyle. She did not, so they said, comport herself  as a lady should. Admitted-
ly, my grandmother told me she always had a strange look in her eye. She had 
boarded up the house, nailed letters to trees, and danced naked under the moon. 
She raised one illegitimate daughter in relative isolation. When my grandmother 
managed to escape, she befriended a sweet, mousy girl with perfect handwriting 
and deep dimples. Eventually, she moved to the city to stay near this beloved 
friend forever.

My mother? Well, I do not know if  my mother is happy.

The family fortune is long gone. Real estate is much more expensive these days, 
anyway. Miss Ponsonby and I live in a small 3 ½ bedroom. We met and loved 
instantly. We lived in chaste, platonic bliss for three years. Last week, forsooth! 
She proved me wrong. We said it was love. There was nothing else in the world 
but this. I removed her glove and kissed her pale white hand. Digging through 
layers of  pleats, I lifted her robe, then moved to the lace petticoat beneath. I 
unlaced her shoes, pulled off  her socks.

Of  course, it didn’t really happen that way. Miss Ponsonby and I don’t wear pet-
ticoats; we wear nose rings. They clinked when we kissed. I slid off  many rings 
so I could feel her skin more closely when I ran my hands all over her body. 
She unclipped her carabiner off  her belt before I took off  her jeans. What I’m 

Rose Bostwick
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trying to say is: though we don’t walk hand in hand, people know who we are 
when we walk down the street.

Maybe the Ladies of  Llangollen were not our foremothers. Maybe my fore-
mother was a woman with sad eyes and close-cropped hair, who fell into the 
proverbial well of  loneliness. Perhaps she tried to scale the well from the inside. 
In vain, she grasped at the mossy stones surrounding her. A dim light taunted 
from the opening of  the well. Some days, she would find a foothold on a stone, 
then another, and she would find a grip and scale toward the open sky. But the 
slick stones always bested her. Time after time, she fell to the bottom of  the 
well, doomed to her wet ugliness, to her perpetual abjection.

In those days, they had words for people like her. The invert, God’s freak. 
Doomed by nature, afflicted by a unique disposition, to suffer all eternity. She 
was talented and well-educated, they say, but it’s such a shame! Oh, my fore-
mothers had good minds wasted on the neuroses of  the invert.

Things have changed. Today, love is no longer considered a pathology. Me, 
I have a borderline personality disorder diagnosis and a mullet. I have a thin 
plaster wall separating me from the woman I love at night. She has neuroses, 
too. We also have hydro bills, essay deadlines, timers for our medication, com-
plicated relationships with our parents. I want to lose them all, to tangle myself  
in her. I want to shake the pain off  both of  us. I want to prove it.

Three words she said to me that haunt me. Not “I love you,” though she did say 
that. I love her too, but I’ve always known that we love each other.

“It feels right.”

It did feel right. So when the historians come to me, I will answer: yes. And 
although the spinsters of  the past could not have birthed me, not really, I carry 
on their love.
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Joni, Now You’re A Maneater

Content warning: violence.

Each time I listen to
The Last Time I Saw Richard
I think about Joni’s parental coddling,
her stoical crying out, with that mother croon
to understand, to change, to soothe
him, over those violent, metatarsal
crashing piano parts.

If  a man asked me when you gonna realise
they’re only pretty lies I’d grab his
skinny figure skating wife’s
fucking coffee percolator and
hope to God it was full. I’d like to smash
the hot hot glass over his sure-to-be balding
head, the tombs in his eyes would
reflect his near future, he’d be
Ebenezer Scrooging at my feet.

Yet, Joni asks him to listen to her quiet rebuttal,
she’s tender in her middle, like lamb,
like a coy confrontation for bad behaviour,
and I can see her hold her young kempt hand
over his damp one.
Listen, they sing of  love so sweet, when you
gonna get yourself  back on your feet?

When he recovers from the scalds and the deep
glass wounds from the fucking coffee percolator,
that’s when. Richard, if  you told me I was

Olivia Heggarty
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boring someone in some dark café
I’d bore your eyes right into your head,
twist and gouge and push and dredge
so you couldn’t even see women anymore.

Our eyes may be full of  moon, Joni,
but his are full of  earth – rich, dark, coffee
ground earth – oh, I can see us now! you stand
aghast beside your huge piano, your hand is on
your mouth, our fringes are blowing backwards in the wind
and I am grinning glorious lovely at the tombs,
at the dead, patronising eyeless stare
and you know now he never deserved to be

understood. We would laugh on our daily
visit to the gravesite yes we like roses,
have some for your coffin, yes and kisses,
here is the final blow to your head, pretty men
not anymore, eyeless dirt-headed Richard.

Blow this damn candle out, Joni.
Let’s write lightly with female joy; let’s
snap the wrists of  men who try to change
our imaginations; let’s bite the cheeks of  those
who laugh at us with money-greedy bellies.

Now you see as I do, the dead, patronising
eyeless stare, you know now he never deserved
to be understood.
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Under the Knife

Content warning: mention of  murder, gore, vomit.

“You know better than to chop your body up into meat, but sometimes
you want to be eaten for fear the rot will set in” – Vanessa Kinsuule

“She often lives her body as a burden, which must be dragged and prodded 
along, and at the same time protected” – Iris Marion Young

It is night-time when we drive to the beach. I try to act measured, with my 
hands loosely gripping the steering wheel. It is only the start of  September but 
the last of  the summer heat, which had lingered into the evening, has all but 
dissipated. I am chilly in my skirt and t-shirt. The cameraman is in the backseat, 
and I catch his eye when I look in the rear view mirror. It is so silent in the car; 
I keep forgetting he is there.

It had been so warm in Charlie’s living room. We were both lying down. I was 
deliberately arranged so my most beautiful angles were on view from the sofa, 
and he was on the floor. The cameraman sat recording from the armchair. Had 
it not been for my peripheral awareness of  the lens pointedly observing the 
calmness, making it odd, the scene could have been mistaken for stillness.

It was already late when I arrived. All summer I’d been turning up to Charlie’s 
door after eleven, acting all innocent. Acting the fool. Sometimes he wanted 
me to be there and sometimes he was silent and cruel. He always let me in. 
Sometimes he kissed me and when he did, it was exciting, like dangling your legs 
off  the edge of  the Cliffs of  Moher.

We had done that one wet Galway summer with Dad. We had edged ourselves 
little by little along the grassy verges, staining our jeans irredeemably green on 
the back pockets while the other tourists scowled at us and muttered something 
about attention-seeking behaviour.

H. R. Gibs
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Dad hadn’t noticed. He had been checking his phone for work emails. In the 
face of  many things, my father would favour a phone screen – sea-facing cliffs, 
my full plate of  food, talk of  political consciousness, my mother’s face, and the 
similarity mine and my sister’s had to it – anything that could be classified under 
the subjective placard of  discomfort. We seemed to be making him increasingly 
uncomfortable with every passing year.

When things with Charlie started, I knew they would finish at the end of  the 
summer. Now that August had washed over into September it was time. We 
hadn’t talked about it more than once, but the plan was air-tight. My fragile little 
want had laid unresolved for months, building careful pressure.

Before we agreed to it, we were around each other all the time, being suffocated 
by all the things we weren’t saying. Everyone thought it was just because we 
fancied each other so much. A crowd is an easy place to mistake a secret for 
intimacy.

I didn’t love Charlie, but I did want him, and he needed me. I liked his warm 
hands and the smell of  his skin. I liked to wake up beside him every morning 
and that he let me ignore him all through the day. I could not identify why I felt 
so hungry, but I felt the ache growing in me. My little want straining towards 
daylight.

There is a short story by Murakami where a man robs a bakery and is cursed 
to live with impossible hunger until he redeems himself. I was beginning to 
understand that I was going to have to take some action. I was getting pulled 
in, like water under the keel of  a boat. At first, I had been resistant to the urge, 
confident in my ability to man the tide, then with ennui, I edged closer to the 
source. Finally, after months of  restraint, with morbid curiosity, I forgot the 
swimming completely. The cameraman had captured it all.

Now, the beach is abandoned, blue and strange. Across the bay, the bloom of  
light pollution from another town creates a boundary in the sky; here, there, 
possibility beyond us. The litter in the sky blinks when I look up. I kill the 
engine.

“You okay?”
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Charlie nods, “should we get out?”

I wish I had brought something warmer to wear.

The beach in the nightosphere is a lawless land. Charlie thanks me for driving 
and removes his socks and shoes. “I dare you to come in.” He is in good form, 
flirting and teasing, already stripped down to his underwear.

“I don’t have a towel,” I say but my protests are non-committal.

“It doesn’t matter. Come on,” he grabs my hand and starts running towards 
the lapping tide. I run with him and plunge into the water fully dressed. It is 
freezing and he yelps as the waves hit his bare chest. “I feel so alive.”

To dry off, we walk the length of  the beach and light a small fire. He doesn’t say 
much and neither do I. I hope that my hair is drying in such a way that makes 
me look my most beautiful. The cameraman holds back and captures a new 
angle.

We sit opposite each other. The flickering shadows on Charlie’s face made him 
look iniquitous and his most handsome as he arranges kindling into a small 
tepee. I know better than to give instructions to the cameraman, but I wish he 
would record this view.

We had come here together once before. We had laid flat on our backs and 
looked directly into the eye of  the dark above. Charlie knew more constellation 
names than I did. “It feels good to feel so small,” he had said. “Like being 
swallowed whole.”

Tonight, he is avoiding eye contact with the sky.

“What are you thinking about?” I ask.

He is quiet for a moment as he searches for the right words. They are the ones 
I have been waiting all summer for. “I wish you would get it over with and just 
kill me already.”

He didn’t need to ask me twice. I close my eyes and lean forward to take a bite. 
The cameraman zooms in. The want in my chest blooms and vanishes.
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When it is finished, I wipe my mouth with the back of  my hand. I stand up 
calmly and brush the debris off  my legs. The cameraman is packing up his 
equipment. I leave him to it. It is beginning to get light. I go back to the car and 
don’t look back.

The sun is fully risen by the time I get home. The fresh light of  the morning 
makes my skin look grey as I wash my face and brush my teeth. I need sleep. I 
take off  my damp clothes which are now sticking to me uncomfortably and put 
them in the bin.

I climb into bed beside my flatmate. She pulls away from me, half-asleep.

“No, Caroline, you’re freezing.”

“Then stop being so selfish and give me some blanket,” I reply, pressing my 
cool body right up against her warm one. She smells like sweet milk.

“Why are you damp?” she mutters, and I do not remember if  I answer as I slip 
into fitful sleep.

I wake up at noon with a stomach cramp and check my phone. Desi has already 
gone to work but she has sent me a string of  texts.

Caz, you need to book a dentist appointment. There was blood in the sink this morning.  

Don’t worry I cleaned it up.

BTW are you out with Charlie tonight or would you like to go to the cinema?

Let me know, see ya later 🙂

I reply quickly. I will I promise. C and I broke up last night so please let’s hang out this 
evening

I riffle through Desi’s bedside table for Buscapan. She is very reliable. I find the 
tablets along with some gum, a packet of  cigarettes, a penknife and £8 in coins. 
I get dressed and put them all in my pocket and go to Charlie’s house.
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The lamps in the living room are still on. The cameraman is sitting in the 
armchair like he is waiting for me. I do not know how he got back from the 
beach last night. I silently offer him a cigarette from the packet I stole from 
Desi’s bedside drawer. He shakes his head.

Charlie had orchestrated the whole thing. I had simply obliged. Thyestean 
eroticism was his last big idea. He had suggested the cameraman for the purpose 
of  observing his experiment. When he first asked me how far I was willing to 
go in an act of  subversion, I did not understand what he meant.

“Only you can do it,” he had said. “Cannibalism is a feminine act.” It was to do 
with bodies within bodies. He made sure to prove the joke would not be on me. 
“It’s not a sex thing. Or rather, it’s not singularly a sex thing. I am giving you 
consent, not usurping control.”

I did not ask if  it still counted as consent when I had not asked. Once I agreed 
to it, I stopped getting my period.

Now, in Charlie’s kitchen, I lean over the counter to take the last fig from the 
fruit bowl and cut it into tiny pieces with Desi’s penknife. As I am sinking my 
teeth into it, Marta walks into the kitchen. Marta is Charlie’s flatmate’s newest 
and best girlfriend.

“You look very Biblical standing there with fruit between your teeth.” She smiles. 
Marta finds everything Biblical. She is studying an MA in religious symbolism.

“I was going for more of  a Bouguereau type thing,” I tell her and offer her a 
cigarette from the full packet.

“I didn’t know you smoked,” she accepts one keenly.

“I don’t. I stole this packet.”

She laughs, “well, you’ll have one with me at least.”

When she lights up for me, she says, “you look very elegant holding it.” I tell her 
I think it’s the fig that makes me look elegant. The taste of  smoke is nauseating.

“Perhaps,” she says and lights her own. When she inhales, she leaves a little 
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cherry blossom blot of  lipstick on the filter paper. I do not mean to keep 
looking at her mouth.

We are both leaning out the window when she asks, “how is Charlie?”

I roll my eyes, “I am dumping him.”

She nods, “I thought that might be the case. I’ll miss seeing you about.”

“We can still see each other,” I say and then feel embarrassed because we both 
know that this is a lie. Marta is a person I will only ever see in my ex-boyfriend’s 
kitchen.

“Have you told him yet?”

Before I can stop myself, I tell her, “I killed him last night.”

“What happened?” she asks calmly.

I hesitate for a moment. “He asked me to.”

She doesn’t reply for a while and then says, “you’ll probably find that you are able 
to call Charlie your boyfriend in retrospect. You might find that empowering. 
Time is a useful tool for sculpting narrative. You are still very young.” She gets 
up to leave.

I reach out and kiss her on her cheek. The cameraman almost trips over himself  
trying to capture the footage from the next room. I forgot he was there. Instead 
of  pulling away, Marta moves her face to kiss me on the mouth. I close my eyes.

“What was that for?” she asks after.

“You kissed me,” I say, and then, “I just wanted to know what it would feel like.”

She looks sadly at the cameraman. “As good a reason as any, I suppose.”

I do not know why I feel like I did something wrong. I check my reflection in 
the toaster for lipstick smeared around my mouth but there is no trace.
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Everyone forgets about Charlie. That night at the cinema I tell Desi about 
kissing Marta and that becomes the new gossip. Desi knows better than to ask 
after boys I have ended things with. She is more interested in discussing her art 
house films. For this, I am grateful.

Everyone forgets about Charlie, except for Dad who keeps asking after him in 
his emails.

Hey kid,

How is studying? Are you in your second or third year now? How is that boy of  yours? All 
good over here. Business is tough but worth it.

Hey,

I’m going to be over for a business meeting on the 4th if  you’d like to get a quick coffee or 
lunch. My treat. Bring Charlie.

Hey kid –

Would appreciate a reply.

Dad liked Charlie. Not because he actually enjoyed his company, but because 
having a third person present at our awkward lunches meant he did not have to 
deal with me as much.

After the third email, I decide to bite the bullet and go to lunch to make him 
stop asking. Every time I read Charlie’s name written down, my stomach churns.

Dad selects a lunch location which feels more like a nightclub for businessmen 
than a bistro. I look out of  place in my charity shop menswear coat. Dad makes 
a comment that I look like Tom Cruise in Risky Business. This doesn’t make 
sense and I reply that I was going more for Patrick Bateman.

We meet early so we can walk in together and keep up the charade that we 
actually know each other. When we are crossing the street, I stop in the middle 
of  the road and look into the oncoming traffic. It is hypnotic to watch all those 
vehicles hurtling towards me. One car honks its horn angrily and I start walking 
again like nothing has happened.
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Inside, the cameraman sits at the table next to us. I order a steak. Dad raises an 
eyebrow.

“I thought you were a vegetarian.”

I shrug. “The doctor told me I am anaemic.”

My body had been changing in small ways. I had not eaten properly since the 
night at the beach, but it wasn’t intentional anymore. I just could not find 
the right flavour. Gone were the days when I would skip meals like holding a 
breath. Now, I would lie in bed beside Desi and order the greasiest and spiciest 
food I could find on the delivery apps. Desi would pick around the edges of  
noodles and curries, unable to chew without burning her mouth, but I found 
that everything tasted bland.

Dad shows little concern. “I thought you looked different.”

The explicit vagueness of  the statement is a little unnerving. In what exact ways 
do I look different? I rub my mouth self-consciously. It is difficult to know how 
the night at the beach had marked me when there was so little acknowledgment 
that it had actually happened. I suppose that is what the cameraman is for. He 
is a witness. I look across at him. I do not know when he will stop witnessing.

“I broke up with Charlie.” I say to Dad, squirting some ketchup on my fingertip 
and licking it off.

Dad doesn’t say anything except, “don’t do that.”

When our food comes, we are silent. The windowless restaurant makes it feel 
like it is the middle of  the night. On a whim, I order wine. Dad frowns at me 
when I spill sauce on the tablecloth. I can feel the cameraman angling towards 
my mouth. I suddenly feel dizzy.

“I need to go to the bathroom,” I say.

I find myself  on my knees in front of  the toilet bowl, heaving up large pink and 
red chunks. My mouth tastes like blood. I force my eyes open and watch it all 
come out.
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I think I can hear the cameraman outside the cubicle door. I will not let him in.

“Go away, please. Not now. Not here.” It is the first time I have spoken to him 
directly.

There is a small knock. I feel my stomach lurch again. “Please leave me alone.”

“Are you okay sweetie?” It is a woman’s voice, so I get to my feet and flush the 
toilet.

When I emerge, the woman gives a little start. “Oh my! You scared me. You do 
not look very well.”

When I look past her into the mirror, she is right. My face is pale grey. My 
mouth is a black hole. My hair is lank and wet with sweat. In the reflection I can 
see red in the toilet bowl. I nod and apologise before she can say anything else. I 
fumble for my phone. Dad has texted. Had to head back to the office. Bill paid. 
See you soon. I do not reply.

I go back to the table to finish my meal alone. As I chew, I realise I feel hungry 
again. I look at the table next to me. The cameraman is not there anymore.

When Charlie first told me he wanted an account of  his death I thought he 
meant he would write a suicide note. The cameraman was a clever appendage. 
He kept me in line as witness and executioner. Now I just feel a little cheated. 
No matter his intentions, Charlie’s last gift to me had been my own personal 
panopticon.

I keep eating until my plate is empty. I leave a tip under the knife for the wait 
staff.

On my phone. I close Dad’s message and text Desi instead. Do you want to go to 
the cinema tonight?

She responds immediately. More than anything.
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Lucretia

after Lucretia by Phillippe Bertrand, 1704, marble

The instance, here, is the one where breath
absconds my body, but why does it linger still?
It is as if  the last one will never come–– ah, you have
stolen it from me, monsieur, and carved it into
your marble with me, so that both it and I stay
frozen in such lamented acquiescence. Only an
artist would seek to beautify such a terrible thing;
you have neglected me, in your drapery and your sorrow;
you expose my breasts, pierce my sternum, crease
my face, all in the hope of  mastery of  your form. It does
me no good, I’m afraid. I think you have forgotten
who I am, sculptor, in the search for your laudation ––
your precious Rome was birthed in the rape and murder of
its women; I assure you, sir, that we have not forgotten.

Helen Jenks
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Phryne, or the commemoration of  
virtue

I gave myself  to Phryne for her wages,
And now I no more charms employ, nor
Arrows,
Save those of  earnest glances at my love
—Inscription from Praxiteles’ statue of  Eros

A gender line…helps to keep women not on a pedestal, but in a cage
—Ruth Bader Ginsberg

Awake early, she casts the sheets aside. Her face lit by shifting solar planes 
flickering on the cool stone walls, she stretches and lifts her arms to pin an 
ornamental wreath to tousled amber waves. ‘So this is the day I meet the torch,’ 
she says to the mirror, and observes her skin as yet adorned, sallow flesh 
unmarked and lobes unpinched. The sleepless nights do not reflect in those 
famous cheeks that hint at vestiges of  post-coital pink. Her bracelets clatter, 
and the winking inlaid gems emanate a strange glow as if  imbued with subtle 
fire. ‘Such a mediocre form of  torture,’ she sighs, looking out at the sky above 
the areopagus, thinking of  the croaking herd who long to strip her bare in front 
of  the judge. A rabble who salivate like wild wolves and who’ll cheerfully crow 
from the gallery, ‘Behold the twin of  Aphrodite rising from the Aegean!’ with 
hollers and foul catcalls.

It is said that Phryne’s real life beauty left Aphrodite in the shade and as she 
could neither confirm nor deny these rumours, she shrugged and let others 
make up their minds. The summer was, by now, a distant memory but a slew 
of  words had gained traction in the symposium. She overheard the exaggerated 
stories about the night her gown had slipped from her shoulders in Eleusis 
and caused mortal offence. Phryne remembered that day differently. She knew 
not of  impersonation only of  personification. When they announced impiety 
charges against her, the initial reaction was amusement but now the rabid pack 
stalked her everywhere she went, hungry for a glimpse of  her infamous body, 

Lucy Holme
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to snatch her arm, or drunkenly pinch her flesh. They were determined to make 
an example of  her but as she reasoned, the trial itself  could not be worse than 
that which she had already endured throughout her twenty-five years. Ahead lay 
a string of  sweaty court dates facing an idiot jury and hours wasted waiting in 
the suffocating heat. Worse still, it could mean the loss of  her financial freedom, 
her independence, even imprisonment. Everything she had worked for to claw 
her way out of  the kitchen and the bathhouses was in jeopardy.

‘Unbearable stifling zoo of  Hellas’ she sneers, slamming down her pearl 
handled brush and ringing her bright obsidian eyes with kohl. ‘They might try 
me now, but they’ll never see this face up close unless in art.’

‘Have you finished shouting at your reflection, Phryne?’ Myrto gathers 
Phryne’s elegant purple chiton and lays it out, catching her eye and smiling. ‘You 
will look your best mistress, that is for sure. And if  they permit you to speak, 
well then, it’s all over.’ Phryne smooths her hair and arranges her belongings, 
reaching for Myrto’s hand as she passes and squeezing it tight.

‘Thank you, love. I am ready for them.’

It had been some while since Praxiteles had cast her shape in the image of  the 
goddess Aphrodite of  Knidos so successfully in marble and pigment. Though 
he captured nothing (in her opinion) of  Phryne’s own wit or cunning mind he 
created an enduring emblem of  femininity which gave her cachet and boosted 
her social standing. The sessions were sweltering and sensual. At the time 
Praxiteles was virile and lustful, driven half  mad with ambition but torn by his 
earnest devotion to Phryne. She felt pity that he could not keep his hands off  
her when his only commission was to create a masterpiece, not to fall hopelessly 
in love, but she played the game, buffed his edges smooth and ladled charm into 
his neurotic depths only after a while cringing to note his presence everywhere 
she strolled, every time she flirted or laughed, watching her at length.

Their friendship and consequent, unavoidable love affair became heavy. Sickened 
by desire he thought he could control, he raged at this uncontrollable passion 
but ever the patient educator, she tried to teach him previously unknown tender 
recesses. Now, he missed the touch of  her skin so much he couldn’t think or 
sleep at night. Overtaken by a new found deep regard for her, he offered his 
Cupid as a token of  his love but she saw his eyes fill when she recoiled.

‘I cannot take this Praxiteles, don’t be absurd’ and she warned him, quite 
seriously, ‘at your peril, judge my independent ways. Better cast your ideal beauty 
in a form that keeps you safe Praxiteles, I am only warming up. For my wealth is 
my beauty plus the knowledge of  its worth.’



🌬

The woven pleats conceal her celebrated form. Folds suffused with sweet-
scented violet leaves, a sharp neroli tang to mask the hard-won sweat of  her last 
paying guest. She insinuates a clear path through the crowd, uses her full height. 
Her Stoic frame impenetrable as gold, she circumvents the throng who have 
come for a glimpse of  her lily shining skin and perfectly broad nose and to try 
to absorb the secret of  her hold on the men of  taste and standing. They were 
here to witness the charges of  the slander of  divinity in place, and she feared 
the spectacle. Within the agora’s walls, she falls in step with Hypereides, rolls 
of  parchment carried under arm, sandals chafing in the heat and beading sweat 
upon his brow, and spins him round.

‘Tell me now what my chances are, Hypereides,’ she says, staring into his 
eyes. ‘Where were you last night?’ He hisses in reply, pulling her close to him. 
‘Phryne, this is serious! You may not walk from here so proud! The complication 
of  this case, my dear, is how to measure the offence you’ve caused. Piety is dear 
to gods and impiety is that which is not. It’s difficult to explain, best left to the 
experts. We’ll do our damnedest to show the real you, in your divine majesty, 
lest they condemn to death a prophetess of  Aphrodite herself.’ She comes to a 
decisive halt.

‘And to think I am paying you for this!’ She says, with rising scorn. ‘I might 
defend myself  if  I were standing here freeborn!’ She smacks his clammy arm 
from around her waist and makes her way to the stone bench, fury stamped 
upon her bloodless face. She imagines for a moment that she stands alone, that 
it is her right to safeguard her space, her name and honour.

Sweeping an arm across the panorama, she begins with a steady tone and mighty 
pace.

‘To you and all of  Athens, a hetaera I may be (though all of  you have lain 
with me and mine and we have soothed your cries of  bodily neglect) but I see 
those blowsy bitches pass in body hiding peplos, acres of  spun silken layers 
wound and wound around, revealing nothing of  themselves! While I open my 
great mind to those who tangle fists up in my hair. Imagine if  you will, littlest 
Phryne, who now rebuilds walls by her own honest coin. No vote, no land, no 
inheritance of  any kind! How do we support ourselves from homes which only 
value sons?’ A hush descends as her rich voice pipes into the space.

‘The noble ladies hold their hands, prepare for marriage, friendship, a healthy 
home. Though these men they call their husbands thirst for eros alone, and the 
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expert sleight of  my fair hand upon their thigh, my fine brain entwined with 
theirs in company. The state sanctions this rampant lust that brings them here 
to copulate, yet I am called to answer for a trumped-up crime?’ Her arms fall, 
bracelets clacking as she eyes the solemn men.

‘I am the link between you all. The only one to stand and look you in the 
eyes in the salon and all society knows it to be true. I am Mnesarete, remember 
virtue is in me! Can you say the same? You, who seek to turn me to the wall? 
Mnesarete is my name, not this wretched amphibious title Phryne you gave 
to me. Yes, it doesn’t suit, my virtue sacked a million moons ago, but I have 
strengthened my edifices day by day, from within. Since I was a child who 
barely crawled. You’re all so afraid; you’d rather see me drink a poisoned chalice, 
collapse dead upon my knees though it is I who imbibed your poison cheerfully 
for years and survived it well, than to acknowledge the truth. You’d rather I fell 
than to legitimise my role and function. And yes! My dear Xenocrates, I see you 
in the back. I don’t hate you for your weakness or your failings as a man. Do you 
recall my body pressed against you tight as you clasped your rimless eyes? The 
softest and most yielding of  the statues yet’. She laughs bitterly and continues.

‘How they talk of  nature’s sin, to make me pay. Make me pay for what 
exactly? His flaccid display? I’ll admit I sat in bed that night and laughed and 
laughed, unsheathed my little flute and played a tune to rouse him from his 
shallow sleep. But I’m here today to defend my honour, tell you I’m not a myth, 
or a super-witch with stinking reptile hair. I’m not some dumbed down, vulgar 
siren who can only hum and sway. I’m not defined by my erotic touch, existing 
solely in these male-created roles we have to play. No, I do not imitate the gods; 
I merely work here to survive! I use what the Gods have given me. And I shrug 
it off. All of  this sorry pantomime. Before you all today.’

🌬

The faces of  accusers in the cloying heat swim slower now. A scrabble of  urgent 
hands that seek to pin her down, press themselves into her core, to remind her 
of  her birthright, of  repudiated lore. In Phryne’s mystery-head she forages for 
scraps of  love, the truth of  womanhood writ large but finds only stinging slaps 
of  disappointment, no different from the fettered confines of  her youth. Was 
she worthy? The secret rites in Eleusis, hibiscus petal in her hand, truth flower 
placed upon her mouth, rising with her breath, her echoed laugh. Could she 
ever represent more than just desire? Those gauzy fronds, veins floating under 
fabric, gossamer-thin. She imagines the tepid breeze once again, the cascade 
of  this same magenta robe beside the shore, the jolt of  power she experienced 
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looking back to smile and watch eyes fill with tears. The amazed expressions, 
enraptured, breathless with the twist-knife of  deceit and lust. The beat of  the 
brittle bird wings in the gulf.

Time is in step with the bulbous water clock that drips, drips, drips and records 
the session for the future yet, chimes a chord she can’t ignore. She knows with 
certainty that this place will never hear her speak. Hypereides turns as if  to 
comment on her unspoken dialogue, the words she had conceived to defend 
her supposed crime but which stopped short before she spoke them aloud. He 
mouths at half  speed.

‘Phryne, my sweet Phryne, I know how you feel. In all you suppose you are 
correct, but you won’t change their minds with anger, even though they know it 
to be true. You have to let me handle this!’

‘Then, immortalise me here as Kalon kakon, Hypereides, do it now!’ She 
shouts, ‘a beautiful-evil thing eternally I would rather be, than just to disappear 
without a trace!’ She thinks of  the tedious chit and chat and scolding lessons, the 
forged connections, the higher learning. How disappointing that the knowledge 
and pretence was all for nothing.

‘I dismiss these plebeian farmers with their hard and fast ideals of  gods and 
humans and though I wish you would have let me speak, here inside the people’s 
court, I know they do not represent the likes of  me. So do it Hypereides, let my 
body talk. Let it be my second best defence.’

Hypereides tears off  Phryne’s robe theatrically and roars aloud that only Gods 
could sculpt a body so perfectly divine. The poetry and the drama sustains him 
and overcome by his own words, by the effect the pièce de résistance of  his legal 
case has on the judge and jury, he allows himself  a moment of  indulgence at the 
spectacle. She stands apart, head exalted, wrist across her face. Her elongated 
neck blue-white and a flower at her throat as red as blood. The beautiful words 
she owned and wished to speak had dried upon her lips at the pulsing point of  
breath.

He wanted to make me a goddess on earth, that’s how I seemed to him when we last touched, 
she thinks.
Her eyes open but hidden, she understands the part she played.
They have my body now in plain sight, but can never reconcile the two halves.

My face belongs to me,
to me alone.
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The Queer Motif  in Lihaaf

“Lihaaf ”, the short story by Ismat Chughtai was published in 1942 in the Urdu 
magazine, Adab-e-Lateef. Its plot is centred upon the plight of  a young Muslim 
woman who is married to an old man who neglects her both physically and 
emotionally as soon as they are married due to his own homosexual tendencies. 
This young woman, Begum Jaan who “wasted away in anguished loneliness” 
(322) fulfils her pleasure when she falls in love with Rabbu, her female masseur.

The story is narrated from the perspective of  a girl child of  nine years of  age in 
retrospection. The memories of  the adult narrator can be seen as representative 
of  Chughtai’s own childhood memories as she was familiar with the gossip 
around a begum and her female servant (Naqvi xii). Chughtai utilises this 
childhood memory to breathe life into the sexual and emotional relationship 
between Begum Jaan and Rabbu in the story. The theme of  lesbianism which 
occasions hammers so loudly that Chughtai receives a summons to appear 
at the Lahore Court on the charge of  obscenity, which she eventually wins 
(Kishwar 5).

Nevertheless, the theme of  lesbianism has become a topic of  contestation 
among scholars. Some scholars accept the lesbian tag accorded to “Lihaaf ” 
while others neglect it outrightly. Among those who openly accept it are Ashley 
Tellis who reads the short story as espousing a radical same-sex politics, which 
valorises sexual feelings between women and praises homosexuality (136). Tellis 
validates her claim by locating the motif  of  lesbianism in the language of  the 
text. On the other hand, Subhash Chandra contests “Lihaaf ” being a lesbian 
text by offering evidences from the author’s biography and by delineating the 
arguments of  lesbian theorists who deny having a sexual relationship between 
women as a mere reason for calling a text as lesbian.

Considering both these positions, the present reading of  “Lihaaf ” ascribes a 
lesbian interpretation to it and suggests how it envisions the empowerment of  
women through the portrayal of  the relationship of  its lesbian pair. To pursue 
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this stand-point, this paper would be utilising the ideas of  French feminist Luce 
Irigaray.

Luce Irigaray, the Belgian born French feminist, brings ideas from her training 
as a psychoanalyst into her theories which would be useful in marking how the 
text minutely gives glances of  the patriarchal world and in interpreting many 
lesbian gestures of  both the text and the characters that go unnoticed and 
which make the story empowering.

With the very opening of  the story, Chughtai establishes how the subjects 
sensitised in a patriarchal realm comprising of  both male and female treat silent 
female as non-existent and the “hysterical” female as monstrous who needs to 
be removed from a masculine company. In the short story, the narrator’s mother 
becomes such kind of  patriarchal subject as she metaphorically imprisons the 
bold and untypically feminine narrator within the four walls of  her aunt so 
that she is unable to accompany her brothers in her absence. This kind of  
imprisonment is suggestive of  another betrayal against the daughter by the 
mother as a functionary of  the patriarchal world: it is not clear why the mother 
sends the narrator to the aunt’s house when she could have taken her along with 
herself  to Agra. The impairment of  the daughter from the mother signifies 
how “our culture operate(s) on the basis of  an original matricide” (Irigaray Sexes 
11) as children are always given over to patriarchal genealogy.

The text reveals the patriarchal intention to avoid the female gender. Begum 
Jaan’s husband begins avoiding her from the beginning of  their marriage which 
reflects the agenda of  the patriarchal culture which wishes to do away with 
the very gender female. The only gender that is given space in the open areas 
of  the house is male. The husband and his young pupils are concentrated in 
those areas which establishes their dominance while the women- Begum Jaan, 
Rabbu and the narrator primarily- are cloistered in a narrow and confined space 
in the interior of  the house. The sex segregation also takes place along the 
spatial terrain. The confined space allotted to the women conveys the trivial 
consideration given to the female gender. Irigaray builds upon this thread to 
argue that gender as a category is always equated to male which becomes the 
only agent of  defining sexual and other relations (Sexes 3).

Still, within this patriarchal set-up, the text shows the possibility of  female 
empowerment. It records the sensuous voice of  Begum Jaan and Rabbu while 
making love. The otherwise silent Begum develops an economy of  words while 



conversing with both the female narrator and Rabbu. This revelation can be 
juxtaposed with how the Begum performs only silent actions to entice her 
husband- she tries “amulets, talismans, black magic” to entice her husband 
(322). There is nothing she has to speak to the husband. Irigaray cautions 
that the reason for supposed madness among women is that their “words are 
not heard” (Sexes 10). However, the text does not submit to this tenet of  the 
patriarchal society by allowing the Begum to articulate her emotions.

The text further reveals how women also assist the vicious patriarchal enterprise. 
The other maids of  the Begum exhibit their jealousy of  Rabbu and even make 
fun of  them behind their backs (324). This rivalry among women is also shown 
in Chughtai’s other short stories as well. In “The Scent of  Body”, an upper-class 
Muslim woman of  a rich household justifies the misbehaviour reaped upon the 
maids in the house. Rajakumar suggests that this kind of  behaviour reflects the 
upper-class woman’s anxiety that if  she were to contest the ill-treatment against 
the maid then her own position would be jeopardised (168). Irigaray throws 
light upon the feminine rivalry and how they are indoctrinated within the folds 
of  patriarchy by giving the example of  Athena who emerges from the brain of  
Zeus to restore sanity to Orestes. She argues that the perfect female under the 
patriarchal hegemony assists men in their bid for power and neglects women 
(Sexes 12). Therefore, Electra is left alone with her madness left uncured. 
This idea counters Chandra’s argument that the Begum is simply interested in 
deriving sexual pleasure and so the partner can be either male or female (357) 
Begum Jaan not only provides employment to Rabbu but also protects her 
from the malicious intentions of  the other maids. Further, one may probably 
accept that Rabbu certainly enjoys intimacy with the Begum which compels her 
return to the Begum from her son and it is their combined efforts that make 
their relationship strong. If  the Begum were only interested in emotionless and 
indifferent pleasure then she would have gotten it from anyone but she wants 
pleasure filled with emotion as demonstrated by her blooming once Rabbu 
arrives in her life. This testifies to their strong emotional bond. At another level, 
Chandra’s contestation that Chughtai portrays lesbianism as repulsive as she 
draws upon the tremors of  the child narrator at her contact with Begum Jaan 
(357) fails when one deliberates over the fact that a child is unable to discern 
even heterosexual relationship so the terror of  the child narrator cannot be 
utilised to push forward the narrative that Chughtai is scathing of  the freedom 
afforded in lesbianism.

The text also breaks the stereotype that only men can fulfil women’s sexual 
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wants and urges. Begum Jaan only longs for union with her husband until she 
has not achieved union with Rabbu. Once Begum Jaan and Rabbu embark upon 
their relationship, the Begum realises that she could be happy with a woman 
as well. In fact, in the absence of  Rabbu, the Begum becomes dull and she 
takes only the child narrator to socialise with. Irigaray posits that the phallus 
is secondary to the umbilical cord and the breasts which are the primary life-
giving forces. Thus, she clarifies that women have no need of  envying the penis. 
Irigaray argues that it is only men who have transformed “this male organ into 
an instrument of  power” (Sexes 17).

The text puts forward the message that women need to love each other in order 
to fight the constructed patriarchal supremacy. The narrative of  the Begum’s 
husband and his pupils does not enter again once the Begum enjoys her 
newfound relationship with Rabbu. Irigary calls this comradeship as “secondary 
homosexuality” (Sexes 20) as it prospers not between a mother and her daughter 
but between women unrelated by blood and thus is more empowering. She 
notes that this love is essential if  women were to protest their subordination 
within the phallic cult (Sexes 20).

The text also embraces beauty products that are denigrated as products 
entrapping men by the conventional society. Begum Jaan exhorts Rabbu to 
apply varied oils upon her skin which as a consequence emanates pleasant smell. 
The narrator recalls how the Begum would keep herself  well maintained by 
regularly oiling her hair, plucking her eye-brows with precision and applying red 
colour to her lips. Irigaray suggests that women should progress further into 
womanhood to enjoy the divinity that is natural to them (Sexes 60).

The text also alerts the readers of  the vicious exercise of  entrenching patriarchal 
values in children from a young age. After witnessing the sexual act between 
Begum Jaan and Rabbu, the narrator cries Allah and dives into her bed (329). 
Although a female, the narrator has internalised the notion that only men are 
free to act upon their desires. When this facade breaks, the child confronts 
women’s agency which she has no words to describe, the lack of  which leaves 
her to utter the name of  the revered masculine entity Allah and not Ammi. In her 
interview, Ismat Chughtai had confessed that she was not aware of  lesbianism 
when she was crafting her short story. (Kishwar 5). The child finds the Begum 
and Rabbu’s relationship unpalatable because she has been brought up upon 
a patriarchal diet that does not give expression and agency to women. Irigaray 
maintains that male gender is equated to being God itself. In this scenario, as 
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God and thus the male gender wields power to do everything the narrator is 
bound to utter the name of  Allah.

The text offers an alternative to the masculine trinity of  God, Christ and the 
Holy Ghost. It foregrounds the feminine trinity of  Begum Jaan, Rabbu and the 
child narrator. Begum Jaan is defined in terms of  a Maharani and enjoys power 
akin to God by sitting on her bed (323). Rabbu severs herself  from her son and 
by extension from a part of  herself. This metaphorical crucifixion alludes to the 
crucifixion of  Christ and Rabbu’s returning to Begum Jaan can be an allusion to 
the resurrection of  Christ. As for the narrator, she, much like the Holy Ghost, 
communicates the story of  this lesbian pair through the short story. Feuerbach 
insists that women need to emphasise their trinity to affirm their gender as 
female gender is not counted as worth considering (Sexes 81). Further, Irigaray 
expostulates that establishing a female trinity is essential for assisting women in 
their existence (“becoming”) (Sexes 64).

The text contests the traditional understanding of  how women become whole. 
Conventionally, child-bearing is perceived as the ultimate self-fulfilment for 
women and it is expected of  them to carry the male genealogy- the name of  
the father- forward. On the contrary, Begum Jaan does not showcase any desire 
to bear children and for her wholeness resides in deriving pleasure both sexually 
and emotionally from Rabbu. Everything else is secondary to this fulfilment. 
Irigaray supports this kind of  fulfilment by foregrounding the futility of  
suffering caused in motherhood and revealing how it is established as fulfilling 
to cater to patriarchal interests. In fact, Christ himself  says that he would return 
once people cease to bear children thus emphasizing the value of  love among 
people (Sexes 151).

Feuerbach attributes developing a goal as essentially a religious move (Sexes 67). 
Women are instructed to locate this goal outside of  themselves- man, children 
or husband. However, Begum Jaan has learnt to place this goal within herself. 
Her goal is to love and be loved in return. The Begum’s will to love enables her 
to tolerate the gossip that surrounds her.

Lips are said to be the primary virginal part of  the female body. Thus, stealing 
a kiss from a woman’s lips is almost seen as a form of  violation. The Begum 
and Rabbu give themselves to each other through lips in the first instance. The 
narrator recalls the vivid noise the Begum and Rabbu would make while making 
love. She equates this with “the slurping sound of  a cat licking a plate” (325). 
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Thus, the text shows that the freedom to make the sensuous voices and utilise 
lips in love-making is afforded in a lesbian relationship.

Irigaray suggests that women need to achieve economic independence and 
cooperation (“The Goods”) to enjoy independence and gain self-esteem in a 
patriarchal community. Ismat Chughtai also stresses economic empowerment 
for women to become self-dependent as patriarchy crushes women only because 
they are seen as economically dependent products (Kishwar 6). Begum Jaan is 
able to bring empowerment to Rabbu by providing her employment as well. 
And Rabbu, on her part, is only motivated to leave her ignorant son and return 
to her lover, the Begum because she earns money from Begum Jaan. So both 
cooperation, love and economic independence among women are necessary for 
women to gain empowerment in a patriarchal society.
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ghost tour of  salem village

mud in the form of  a wound is kissed
               by a carnation on our footpath,

each petal an inscription of  fracture
               or bleed—

all of  this a last prayer recited in perfect unison
               with a doppelgänger of  god’s.

cease your trust in the muntin windows,
               each of  them mourning their city,

now in wax. someone once warned us
               a devil could be a soul

chicken-skinned in candlesticks, a mold
               to be filled with folklore,

immaculate. a devil might also be the ghost
               tour’s church basement, wood-spindled

with poppet prick & cobwebs & eye rubs
               & vhs tapes fast forwarding

oyer & terminer, ready now to receive
               a divination of  glitch. the non-

witches record their heartbeats
               in the wax of  their bobbsey

& make a ribbon of  yellow-brick
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               naming their dead. it is true,

after all, what they say about blood
& the way that we drink it—

so many of  us came born with it
               already at the back of  our throat.
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The Clinic

Plump fingers probed. The baby was trying to clutch its mother’s torso, bare and 
leaning against the sticky vinyl of  the waiting room chair. The ancient window 
AC had quit working, and the air hung in a thick sheet around us. The baby did 
not cry. Milky blue eyes blinked into the dim light of  the Clinic. Something was 
caked to its lashes, glittering in the faint sunlight.

Its gummy mouth searched for a nipple, suctioning pieces of  skin to its thin 
lips, a tiny algae eater. The mother caressed the back of  the baby’s bald head. 
She guided it to her breast. The baby had trouble breathing through its nose. 
It sniffled, coughed. A tear ran down its cheek. I was sitting five seats away, 
gawking, in love. Small bubbles of  snot collected on its nostrils. The mother 
wore a long black skirt and no shoes. Her shirt was bunched, pulled down 
around her waist. She was talking to herself, or maybe to the baby. She was 
looking ahead, muttering.

🌬

I had been coming to the Clinic for three months. That’s when I started pulling 
out my teeth with pliers. Just the molars, nothing noticeable. I had read a book 
about manifestation. It was sacrificial, the teeth pulling. I wanted a baby that 
couldn’t die.

Winnie told me the pliers were easy to steal. I gazed at the tool gleaming in 
her hand like a sparkly toy. I rubbed my jaw, clenching at the pain that would 
soon come.

One of  the teeth in the back of  my mouth was starting to rot, that’s where 
we started. Winnie warned me I might pass out. I was terrified. She reached 
toward the back of  my throat. I nearly vomited, choking on the hunk of  metal. 
She counted. I heard three, then nothing. It was only dark for a second.

Winnie handed me a small pocket mirror. The inside was cracked, but I 
could see the blood pooling around my tongue. It felt hot. I spit on the ground 
– little roses blooming in the cement. She handed me the tooth. I cradled it in 
the palm of  my hand. It was pretty and pink. I tore out a hunk of  hair near the 
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nape of  my neck, using the strands to swaddle the tooth before placing it under 
my pillow. I smiled and prayed, licking the metallic taste from my lips.  

🌬

I walk to the Clinic from our building since there is no public transit. We live 
in a small town, maybe 3,000 people. There is one hospital. For people like me 
and Winnie who have no money, no identification issued by the government, no 
inherited names, no insurance, there is the Clinic.

The first time I went, I passed a trailer park. I was going the wrong way. Two 
women were sitting in the grass, smoking long cigarettes and filling up a plastic 
kiddie pool with a water hose bleached by the sun. The bright green made my 
eyes sting. They took turns drinking from the hose, spilling water down the 
fronts of  their shirts and splashing it into their faces. Cheap mascara ran down 
their cheeks. Heat tightened my skin, burning it. I could hear insects buzzing 
near my ears, felt one land on my arm, tickling.

“They’ve been awful, especially with all this rain. Good lord,” one of  the 
women said, lifting her chin toward me.

They were in front of  a single-wide propped on cinder blocks. It sagged to 
one side, like it might tip. 

“Well, have a good one,” the other woman said, waving.

🌬

The Clinic is housed in a decrepit building on the edge of  town. From the 
outside, it looks abandoned, one of  the windows boarded up with a piece of  
plywood.

Inside, a haggard-looking woman sat at a card table. She glanced at me, 
then went back to her typewriter. A pitcher of  highlighter yellow sat beside her 
with a note: “Please have some.” A lopsided smiley face was drawn next to the 
message. A gnat squirmed in the cloudy liquid, dying.

“Hi. Um, my name is Alex. I, uh, I need to see a doctor,” my throat squeaked 
halfway through, making me blush and cover my mouth.

“Who sent you?” the secretary asked, not looking up at me when she spoke.
“Winnie. She knows Lucinda, a nurse who works here.”
“OK, Cinda will be with you in a minute. Have a seat.”
After several moments, a thin woman wearing a vinyl coat came through a 

door next to the secretary. The secretary whispered something to her, eyeing 
me.
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“Name’s Cinda. Nice to meet you. I been friends with Winnie a long time,” 
the woman said. I could see busted blood vessels in her red cheeks. She wore 
black lipstick that cracked at the corners of  her mouth.

“Follow me,” she rasped.
The lights in the long hallway flicked a few times. I could hear a fly buzzing 

in the distance. It smelled like bleach, too strong. I coughed into the crook of  
my elbow and sneezed.

She led me to a room at the end of  the hallway. There was a metal table with 
a sheet on it. I had brought the tooth and the hair, nestled in a brown paper bag.

🌬

“I think it’s a girl,” Cinda whispered, a warning. I cradled the gory sac, my 
newborn, a little old thing.

They had to cut her out of  me. I didn’t even wince at the pain, just grinned, 
my mouth straining, curling up into slits.

She looked like a pebble, perfectly round and beautiful, slick hairs protecting 
her insides.

“Well, I’ll be goddamned,” Winnie said, softly crying.
They sliced her open. I didn’t want them to hurt her.
“It’s OK,” they said.
I had never seen anything so pure.
A tooth, my miracle. I smiled and prayed.
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Oh, He’s Here Again

I still listen to the shipping forecast before bed, the old radio left tuned in on 
the side table. His side of  the bed. I sit on the edge of  the mattress and undress 
while the next day’s conditions are announced, and despite myself  I still feel my 
stomach lurch when I hear the promise of  a storm. Tonight, thankfully, all is 
still and will remain so for the foreseeable.

With the window open wide, I can smell the harbour, the thick fish-skin fog of  
it. He’d come home stinking of  it, and it would gradually chip away in layers 
until he was himself  again. I could enjoy the fullness of  him for a week or so 
before he was to ship off  once more. Then the loneliness, the fretting, and 
eventually the man reeking of  saline and fish flesh. Returned, at last, tickling 
my bare skin with his work-worn hands. Callused fingertips stroking like a cat’s 
tongue, a full and sharpened love.

The night obscures my nudity. I can stand at the window, facing the sea, 
without shame or modesty. The breeze meets me, carrying the whisper of  spray, 
barely settling on my face and chest before drying and disappearing entirely.  
Gooseflesh ripples across me, teasing at my nerves, and I know the hour is near. 
I turn off  the lights and lie still above the covers.

It always begins with the radio, its voice dropping to a hiss of  white noise, 
echoing the waves beyond the window. A hushing sound, like a theatre audience 
before the curtain rises. A prelude of  excitement, quickening the beating of  
my heart. Soon I am wrapped in the crashing sibilance of  it, suspended in 
it, transported somehow. In the room, but not quite. Somewhere hidden, 
somewhere the two of  us can meet.

Without the door opening, without any sound at the window, he’s here. He’s 
here! My body knows it before I am even fully conscious of  it, rising to his 
presence, sparking synapses between my flesh and his bodiless self. There is a 
current that passes between us, an electricity that sets my hairs on end and draws 
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us closer, so much closer. Thunder rolls on the periphery of  our congress, its 
cry carried across the calm of  the real world beyond.

I feel the pressure of  him, his weight flush with my own, bearing against me 
– through me – as we coalesce into one writhing form. We are within one 
another, indistinguishable and inseparable, buoyed by wave-crashing pleasure 
and grief, a wrenching reunion. And I can feel everything. The calluses of  his 
hands, the scrub of  his beard and the sure-blooded heat of  his sex. I can smell 
the fish and taste the salt on his mouth – or is it my tears, cascading in joy and 
sorrow, wetting my lips and worming between his stiff  whiskers? I drink it in, 
all of  it – all of  it. And though his breath is not warm against my ear, his breath 
is not there at all, I can feel for a moment that he is with me again. That maybe 
he can rest between my arms, my legs, forever instead. 

He dips in and out of  my body, buffeted by the waves on which we meet, and 
when he rises above the surface I can see his eyes. My pulse thunders in my ears, 
heart pounding like that of  a frightened animal, and I see it all again. I dive into 
his eyes, breath caught in my rising chest, and I live his life from first to last.

From plump pink infant to bruise-kneed boy, I am privy to every milestone 
and memory. I feel his mother’s hands caress his face as he weeps, I hear his 
father’s enthusiastic cries – You’ve got it! You’ve got it! Reel it in! I meet his past loves 
and oh, I do love them too, my own heart skipping with the adolescent rush 
of  so many firsts. They are so young, so beautiful, and so is he in that moment. 
On the threshold of  becoming the man I would someday know, his shoulders 
already broad beyond the awkward lankiness of  his youthful form, his legs not 
yet balanced on the deck of  a ship. I grieve his losses and celebrate his triumphs. 
I feel myself  grow aged, tired, the weight of  all those memories filling me and 
stretching my skin. There is only so much I can hold but I can’t stop, I am 
voracious. I must have all of  him, every moment of  him, as much as I can take.

I whimper as he meets me, and I see myself  as I then was. I feel his need for me, 
and mine for him, and the exquisite pain of  all that desire and dreaming. How it 
once felt, and how it is now. I feel him stifle tears as he sees me down the aisle, 
how uncomfortable he feels in a suit, how his posture slackens with relief  when 
the ring is on and the deed is done. Every night we were apart, cradle-rocked 
within his cabin, my nausea and his.

I swim through his life, let every day of  it wash over me. I have watched it all, 
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felt it all, so many times. Every year to the day that he was lost to me. What 
a miracle, a blessed thing, that he finds his way back from that lost horizon. 
Crossing oceans to find me, ready for him and shivering in the dark, waiting. 
Ready to swallow him, take everything I can before he leaves again.

The thought occurs that perhaps it isn’t real – can’t possibly be real. There are 
stories he never told me, secrets that died with him, things I can never know. 
But if  it isn’t real, it is at least mine. It is him, my experience of  him, and it can’t 
be torn from me. We are enmeshed, this vision of  him and I, and in my heart 
it feels like truth. It feels like every inch of  him, frozen in amber. It is the only 
thing I want to believe in. If  I could live within his life forever, I would. If  I 
could leave myself  and have us joined like this for all eternity, I would know 
peace.

And always, beyond the slipstream of  his experiences, my eyes roll in my head. 
Like a dream, the sensations heightened and irreal but so vivid, I know all of  
him. And in our thrashing, our love-mad embrace, he knows me too. He can 
see the girl in my eyes as surely as I see the boy in his. Without bodies, without 
minds, we exist together somewhere apart, somewhere we are one. Always.

My hips rock, twitching upwards towards climax, and I shut my eyes tightly to 
avoid what comes next. It always comes and I am helpless to stop it. I feel him 
clutch me closer, phantom fingers dimpling my waist, unseen nails digging into 
me with fervent need. He quickens his pace, we are almost at an end and the sky 
above us, dark and heavy, opens. Even with my eyes closed, I see it. Oh God, I 
see it all and how awful it is.

The storm and the ship tossed within it, somehow delicate and fragile. How 
large it had seemed at the harbour. How strong and invulnerable. How much 
I hated it for taking him. Did I know it would be his coffin? Thrown about as 
easily as a toy.  Steel giving way to the tempest, filling up, driven down into the 
dark. The rain pelts against the deck, his face, mine too. I am submerged in 
pleasure, its cold waters rising through my chest, and I cling to him for dear life. 
I feel him, those panicked strokes and kicks beneath the waves, and hear the 
cries of  those who’d made it to the surface – muffled, just beyond reach. Water 
pours into my mouth, and out of  my eyes, and panic and ecstasy meet within 
me and it feels as though my heart will stop.

And he holds me, holds me with his body that was never found and never will 
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be, nothing for me to cling to. The ocean pours out of  me and my body sings 
with the relief  of  it. Drained and exhausted, wet with tears and sweat and the 
imagined spray of  that terrible sea. When I catch my breath, he is gone.

I find I can no longer cry. There is nothing left. There is no storm, and I am 
returned to the still real night and all its disappointing calm. Without the waters 
stirring within me I feel empty, hollowed out. It occurs to me, as I listen to the 
waves and catch the faint smell of  the harbour, that I need not wait another 
year.

I do not dress, I have no need. My skin glows bright beneath the streetlights as 
I walk towards the shore. If  anyone sees, let them see. The sand is cool beneath 
my feet, just a touch of  moisture to it, and the sea opens itself  to me against 
the night sky. Little gold-capped waves reflect the lights of  town and guide me. 
The foam kisses me upon entry, and my breath is knocked from my chest by the 
cold. When it gets too deep to walk, I swim. When I grow too tired to swim, I 
rest.

Lying there, floating just at the surface as the sea laps at my ears, my nose, I 
think of  him. Lying as I would atop the bed, waiting for his return. Now I 
return to him. I close my eyes and know I will find him.
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Savage

Content warning: murder/violent death, grief, mental illness, suicidal ideation

The night before you were killed, I was drinking
at the pub where you were tending the bar. After the fact,
I thought yes, I remember you, thought I vaguely
acknowledged you (pretty, petite, brunette, tattoos,
just like me—we even have similar Greek names)
maybe even got served jagerbombs by you. But now
I know that that’s likely untrue, I probably didn’t
even notice you: the conjuring of  specificity, of
significance, is just what memory tends to do
in the wake of  tragedy. No, I probably didn’t look. Now,
2 years later, I’m standing at the spot where your life was
so savagely stolen from you, and all of  your displaced
hope and cancelled dreams just shot right through me.
Your killer was “treated” by the same mental health team
as me: him and I, we drank from the same water cooler,
crossed paths in sticky lino’d corridors, were handed
the same pamphlet on what to do in a crisis. (Now look at us.
Me: sectioned, him: imprisoned, you: murdered). Frantically
I find myself  searching for signs of  loss, for evidence of  cruelty
at the local beauty spot—old blood in the grass, the sound
of  your last gasp, path carved with drag marks—but I know
I won’t find anything. And sadly, to so many, you’re just another
Pretty Little Lady murdered in a Big Bad City, forgotten
to most now you’re long dead and buried. And your story
should make me worry for my safety but it doesn’t because
I wish he’d taken me instead of  you: me, a young woman
who is not fit for living, no smiles reaching my eyes
the way that they lit up yours in the photos of  your face
that were printed, blurred, on damp newspaper pages
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and really, I just want you to know
that I am so fucking sorry.
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Major Key Emotions

I want someone to love me so much they peer into my windows at night 
sweating,
wondering how my flesh would feel against their teeth if  they took a handful 
and ate it.

I want to be the subject of  bathroom stall graffiti. I want to live inside of  a 
man’s fantasy.
They will all want to fuck me and leave their wives and girlfriends just to be 
available
to bring me flowers and a takeaway. I want them to cry when I close doors in 
their faces.

I want to never feel hungry again. I want people of  moderate strength to be 
able to swing me
over their shoulder and laughingly tell their friends how light I am, how portable.

I want strangers in shopping malls to ask if  I am a model and tell me I should 
consider it
as a career choice. I want to be accused of  setting unrealistic beauty standards 
for young girls.
I want mothers to say I’m a bad influence. I want to trigger countrywide low 
self-esteem.

I want to be tacked up on the dorm room walls of  horny young men with bright 
futures.
I want to fuck someone in the bathroom of  a bar, then outside in the alley, in 
their car,
and pretend not to know their name. I’ll be out of  everyone’s league but still 
relatable.

I want to know I have enough money in my account without checking. I want 
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my happiness
to be all anyone talks about. OK Magazine will put a photo of  me on the cover,
I want the headline to say, “OUR LATEST OBSESSION!”

I want men to tattoo my name on their arms over and over until the letters loop
into illegible layers. I want my poems to be the top search result when people 
google
‘Best poems for funerals.” I want to be the source of  an increase in clinical 
depression.

I want a serial killer to hack me to pieces with an axe and everyone to talk about 
how beautiful
I was in death as in life. I will be impossible, and I will never know loneliness.
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Occupied.

I sit on the lid of  the toilet seat, unsure what’s more deafening: the insistent 
buzz of  the brazenly loud speakers or the thrumming of  the ache in my chest. 
I press my palms into my eyes, thinking, What am I doing here? Drowning in my 
own self-pity, again, like any other Tuesday night, pulling strands of  hair from 
where the honey-tinted gloss has glued them to my lips. I hate house parties. 
Most of  them, anyway; this one especially. I re-check my phone, coveting just 
two simple blue ticks, that’s all, but my messages remain unread. Unknown, 
maybe. I think of  hitting ‘unsend’, but what’s the point? I know you’ve read 
it. I bet you have. But instead of  clicking on the message and taking the time 
to reply, you’ll just swipe it away, unanswered, and unaccounted for, whilst you 
knock back another drink on the other side of  the wall. I wipe away the wetness 
that clings to my lashes, my sleeves heavy with the thick scent of  your smoke 
and a touch of  your cologne. A smudge of  bronze lingers on the heel of  my 
left hand.

In my head I hear your laugh. You have two kinds of  laughter, did you know 
that? There’s the polite chuckle, reserved for mediocre jokes and shared stories 
of  the past, and the warmer, louder laugh that rings out rarely these days. You 
barely bother to huff  a “hah” when I make the slightest attempt to lighten the 
grey mood that relentlessly looms over us like a cloud of  the same shade. Maybe 
silent treatment is the calm before the storm, and the worst is yet to fall.

The doorknob twists, held back by the lock which, thank fuck, unexpectedly 
holds its ground as it’s rattled from the outside.

“Occupied,” I say, ignored, as the rattling of  the knob starts up again. “I said 
it’s occupied.”

“No need to take your bloody time, love,” is hissed back in reply.
I’m sorry that this isn’t the appropriate time for my crying.
Should I just leave? No one will miss me, I’m sure, now everyone’s half-

way through a night of  drinking, only interrupted by frequent cigarette breaks 
on the fire escape or an occasional round of  whichever card game we can all 
remember the rules of. If  I slip away, would you take any notice? I know Jo 
would, and Emer. Both of  them have already sent their own variation of  the you 
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ok? where’d you go? texts. But I don’t expect a message from you when you never 
answer mine.

Another incessant rattle. Standing up, I kick the door, hard, twice. FUCK. 
YOU. The rattling stops.

At the sink, I avoid my own gaze in the mirror; the woman I glanced there 
just moments ago looked as if  she was ready to break through the glass to reach 
me. Warm water sputters out onto my hands, swirling soap suds and scrubbed 
eyeshadow around a less-than clean basin before being swallowed up, gone.
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mountains of  the mind

thin discs of  cucumber and lemon
swim in the water jug but still seem

to be drying out when warm breezes

blow i feel like a slice of  bread
dropped in a toaster at breakfast i see

shapes and faces in the singed bits

i am hot dripping and sprinting now
my sweating feet with no destination

i wonder how my blood hasn’t gushed

up my throat stained my teeth
and poured onto the sand browning
it to a burnt sienna i keep running

smelling onions in my sweat-stream
but the cloud of  mosquitos dense

and black and buzzing like a boom-box

zooms after me and i trip fall mouth-first
into the sand but not deep enough to hide

from the parasites who whizz over

and take a liking to my left calf  it looks
like i am wearing a black woollen sock

which deadens my foot to pins and needles

but when i blink the blood has drained
the sated bugs are flying away my thigh

tapers off  into clean white bone

Saakshi Patel
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